In the Name of Humanity,
We REFUSE To Accept A Fascist America
Rise Up... Get Into The Streets...
Unite With People Everywhere To Build Up
Resistance In Every Way You Can
Don’t Stop: Don’t Conciliate...
Don’t Accommodate... Don’t Collaborate
Donald Trump has now won the presidency.
Under the slogan “Make America Great Again,”
he has viciously attacked Mexicans and Muslims,
threatened to deport millions and boasted that he
will build walls and close borders. He incites people
to fear and hate those who are “different,” or who
come from other countries or nationalities, or
practice different religions. He crudely demeans and
degrades women, and openly boasts about molesting
them. He’s a champion of white supremacy who has
insulted and threatened Black people, and whipped
up a racist lynch-mob mentality. Trump has mocked
the disabled. He is an aggressive and unapologetic
militarist, who threatens to use nuclear weapons
and will have his fingers on the nuclear codes. He
openly advocates war crimes and crimes against
humanity—including torture and killing the families
of people accused of terrorism. He plans to pack the
Supreme Court with justices who will gut and reverse
the right to abortion, gay rights, and other important
legal rights. He calls climate change a hoax and
his policies will wreak further devastation on the
environment. He has attacked and threatened the
press and stirred up his supporters to do the same.
Trump has utter contempt for facts and the truth, and
consistently lies to advance his agenda. As for the

rule of law, Trump went so far as to openly threaten
his opponent, Hillary Clinton, not only with jail, but
even assassination. Donald Trump is an outright
fascist. And he is now the president-elect.
Fascism is a very serious thing. Fascism foments
and relies on xenophobic nationalism, racism, and
the aggressive reinstitution of oppressive “traditional
values.” Fascism feeds on and encourages the
threat and use of violence to build a movement
and come to power. Fascism, once in power,
essentially eliminates traditional democratic rights.
Fascism attacks, jails, and executes its opponents,
and launches violent mob attacks on “minorities.”
In Nazi Germany in the 1930s and ’40s, under
Hitler, fascism did all these things. They imprisoned
millions in concentration camps and exterminated
millions of Jews, Roma people (Gypsies), and
other “undesirables.” And Hitler did almost all of this
through the established institutions and the “rule of
law.” This is where this goes. And yes, Hitler himself
could “talk graciously” when he felt it would serve his
interests and lull his opponents.
Trump did not even win the popular vote, (even
though he did win the “electoral college” which
decides elections in the U.S.). Hitler himself came
to power through democratic procedures, including
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through the process of elections. Should people have
accepted Hitler?! Unfortunately, they did, at a horrific
cost to humanity. Today, with nuclear weapons, that
cost could be far higher.
In the name of humanity, we must refuse to accept
a fascist America!
The fact that Trump won as many votes as he
did must be understood. The fact that he got more
than even 10 percent of the vote is disgraceful and
reveals some very ugly things about America. So
why did this happen? The world today is turbulent,
full of changes. Those who supported Trump’s
fascist program were overwhelmingly sections of
white people, especially but not only white men,
who yearn for the days of open white supremacy
and American global domination, and the blatant
subjugation of women. A significant minority of white
people did oppose him, but we have to confront how
deep the racism, the national chauvinism, and the
hatred of women is woven in to this society... and not
give into this, but vigorously challenge and fiercely
oppose it.

But even more than this, Trump was backed by
powerful forces in this society. Beyond those who
directly supported him, the media, the Democratic
Party, and others treated him as a legitimate
candidate, refused to call him out as the fascist he
is, and now call on everyone to accept his ascension
to power. All the major powerful forces in this society
bear the responsibility—it is they who have, over
decades, either built up this fascist force or have
“enabled” it.
You cannot try to “wait things out” with fascists.
Those who lived through Hitler’s Germany and
sat on the sidelines, looking on as Hitler rounded
up one group after another, became shameful
collaborators with monstrous crimes against
humanity. Trump and his regime must be resisted
and defied, beginning now, in many different ways
and in every corner of society.
Reconciliation and collaboration would be nothing
less than criminal and deadly. Literally. Come
together... resist... and let the whole world know
that we will not allow this to stand!
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